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The Elden Ring Serial Key is a fantasy action RPG game that is
created by SUNSOFT, and is for personal enjoyment. It is similar to
the legends and traditions of the fantasy world. It is a fantasy action
RPG game, where the protagonist is awakened as a new Elden Lord,
and must rise above his historical predecessors to destroy the
darkness. * Game Contents ■ Characters -The gameplay utilizes an
Asynchronous Multiplayer System, in which the game is made up of
servers, and players can be linked together through server traffic for
offline play without connection to the Internet. -Development Team -
SUNSOFT Corporation ■ Combat Weapons - Equipment and combat
-Gain EXP and level up, but only when you kill monsters -Using a bow,
arrow, and arrow attack skills -Equip items to increase attack power,
magic attack power, critical damage, and attack speed -Equip more
powerful weapons at higher levels -Equip armor that increases
defense -Equip spells that increase attack power and strength at
higher levels -Equip equipment with higher levels for a chance to gain
higher-level equipment -Equip weapons at the same level as those of
enemies to gain benefit -Equip weapons with different visual
appearances to have different effects -Equip equipment with different
levels to improve your equipment's stats -Equip weapons with higher
levels to increase the total amount of attack points -Equip weapons
with different attack patterns to increase the total amount of critical
damage -Equip weapons with different types of attacks for different
effects -Equip special weapons that are only obtainable at certain
levels -Equip weapons with different rates of attack increases to
increase the amount of attack points per level of your weapon -Equip
weapons with different critical rate increases to increase the critical
rate of your weapon ■ Characters ■ Enemies ■ Dungeons ■
Features - Character Creation Character creation allows you to
change the appearance of the character. You can also completely
change the order of the appearance of the character using the
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predetermined skin color settings. You can also freely change the
appearance of items using the appearance settings. - Appearance
settings - Body - Face - Head - Hair - Eye - Hand - Finger - Jewel - Foot
- Jewel - Armor - Appearance settings - Body

Elden Ring Features Key:
Brandish the power of the Elden Ring to Tarnish Your Own Character
Unlock new gear with a variety of special items and other items
Create a character with a variety of appearances
Perfect your skills through endless training
Explore a vast world full of excitement and danger
Unique online play that loosely connects you to others

More delicious information about the game can be found on the DLC
website:

 

Watch the trailer here:

Have a peek at the first piece of world lore here:  

If you have read this far, you can download the game free here: 

Got any feedback? Let us know on Twitter at: @mojoplay
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